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Rehearsals at 7 p.m.:

Welcome New Members!
Jason Dearing
Brett Flowers
Gregg Flowers
Ken Moyer
CJ Shaw

June 15, 22
July 20, 27

plus rehearsals in Pittsburgh!

Terrace Palms Community Church
9620 Davis Road, Tampa

Click for Directions

www.HeraldsofHarmony.org
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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2015
JUNE
15
Rehearsal
22
Rehearsal
27
Joint Rehearsal & TPCC Show
28-Jul 5 International Convention/Pittsburgh
JULY
Jun 28-Jul 5 International Convention/Pittsburgh
20
Rehearsal
23
Board Meeting
27
Rehearsal
AUGUST
3
Rehearsal
10
Rehearsal
13
Board Meeting
17
Rehearsal
24
Rehearsal
31
Rehearsal
SEPTEMBER
7
Rehearsal
10
Board Meeting
14
Rehearsal
21
Rehearsal
28
Rehearsal
And Beyond...
Sept 19
The Super Show at The Villages
Oct 2
US Air Force Ball
Oct 9
Fall Convention/Orlando
Nov 29
St Paul United Methodist Church
Dec 12
Christmas Shows at USF
Dec 16
Christmas Show at The Palladium
Dec 20
Jacksonville Christmas Show

International Convention
June 28, 2015 - July 5, 2015
Call for more information • 800-595-4849
October 9-11, 2015
2015 Fall Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/

January 26 - 31, 2016
Peppermill Resort
4 Star/Diamond Luxury Hotel
All events under one roof!
http://www.barbershopconvention.com/reno
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Luck & Love...
To The Heralds of Harmony
Dear Tony and HOH,
There’s no question that I am one of your biggest fans,
and couldn’t be more thrilled for your international
opportunity.

What an exciting International this will be for all of you ! I’m
looking forward to hearing/seeing all of your hard work and
enthusiasm pay off on stage. Good Luck to each of you!! ( and a
BIG Razzle Dazzle to my guys ;-) Tony and Joseph)
Jodi De Rosa

You are on a path of greatness.....
Each step ahead is more important than the last. Make
each one count.
You are making glorious sounds......
It’s time to take those sounds to the international stage.
Blow them away with your music, your charm, your
over-the-top energy, but most of all,
Show them your HEARTS.....
I’m so honored to have shared a stage with you. I’ll be
cheering like crazy! :)
You are wonderful and deserve great things!
GO GET ‘UM BOYS!!!
Love,
Your Super Fan!
Tiffany Coburn

Multiple cheers for the
Chorus and singular
cheers for our brother,
Marty Port! We look
forward to Pittsburgh!
Steve and Phyllis Port

GOOD LUCK HERALDS! Looking forward
to your dynamic performance in Pittsburgh.
Love and good wishes
Barbara Port

TOT loves our amazing men and hopes the ad in the
summer program showed the love and congrats we all
send for HOH’s 70th year and our pride in the men’s
upcoming International in July.

“Wishing you all an incredible
show at International! I’m
thrilled to be able to see you
all shine on stage this year, and
we’ll be cheering for you!”
-Sam Port

Just wanted to wish
the Heralds the very
best at International
in Pittsburgh next
month.
Having had the
opportunity to
perform at the
International Chorus
Contest level under
the Direction of Tony
De Rosa, I know how
much hard work
you are putting in
to deliver your best
possible performance.
While I would love to
be there, I intend to
watch the performance
over the Society’s
streaming video.
I have no doubts that
the Heralds will perform admirably.
Bruce Yeager

The very best wishes for a
successful 2015 Convention.
You Gentlemen have
worked very hard and it
is apparent!!!!!
I know you will all do
well!
In Harmony,
Bill & Joan Wunderlin

Hi, guys, just to let you know that
while we are not with you in body,
we are with you in spirit..that
never changes. Good Luck in the
contest and we’ll be waiting to see
how well you did. In
Harmony, Don and Dana Long

To Jeremy Reynolds and
The Villagers Guys: Good
luck at International. I’m
sure the chorus appreciates
the fact that you travel many
miles each week to sing with
them.
~Barbara Reynolds

(see more on the next page)
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Luck & Love...
To The Heralds of Harmony
(see more on the previous page)

Bob,
I never get tired of singing it:
“Yes, sir, that’s my baby now,
right now!” I’m sooo proud
of you! Give it your all and, as
always, have fun. xoxoxo
Amy

I wish I could be there with
you all on that stage... but
since I can’t, trust me, I will be
there in spirit. I know you all
will do us proud; knock it out
of the park and have fun out
there - Brian Wunderlin

To all my risers buddies: I have been on
the risers for nine Internationals with the
Heralds and know how hard you have to
work to get there. This year, the Heralds with
our riser buddies from Jax and the direction
from Tony have raised the bar with your
commitment to excellence. I have heard
barbershop chords ringing that I haven’t
heard before. With all your work and the
direction from Tony, you will be ready to give
Pittsburgh your best. Yes, I have to say I will
miss singing with you, but you will hear Liz
& me yelling from the audience - I wouldn’t
miss it.
Always a Herald.
Dick Sipple

Best Wishes as you compete in International in July! Remember to:
“Sing exactly as they are printed, sing all, sing lusty, sing in tune, sing in time!”		
K~sea
(paraphrase from ‘Directions for Singing’, John Wesley, 1751)

Good luck Heralds of Harmony and most especially
to my harmonious hubby, Larry. Love you lots. I
am so excited to see the Heralds compete on the
International stage again. You’ve all worked so hard
and have come a long way under Tony’s direction.
Many are eager to see you strut your stuff in
Pittsburgh. Get out there and show ‘em what you’ve
got!
Looking forward to the goose-bumps!
Roxanne Clapp

Good luck in the “Burg”,
so happy to go home with
the Heralds :) ~Shannon

Cheers for our “Sunshine” guys!
I’m so excited for you, David
and our Heralds,
taking to the International stage
your beautiful harmony
that charms and enchants
with all your energy and dedication!
Wishing each of you
your best performance
and best results
in Pittsburgh
from all your hard work
and outstanding direction!
Enjoy the thrill!
Cheering for you
… and “Main Street” too!
You are the best!!!
Dianne Roberts

You guys have worked so hard to get
to Pittsburg. I am looking forward to
seeing you perform on July 3rd!
Good luck Heralds!
Sheri Matheson

BEST OF LUCK TO ALL OF THE
HERALDS!
BARIS….I’LL BE LISTENING!
SPECIAL THANKS TO THE
ANGELS….YOU MORE THAN
EARN YOUR WINGS!!
Tom and Judy Williams

The Tampa HERALD
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PITTSBURGH BOUND!
Upcoming joint rehearsals with the Heralds
and Jacksonville Big Orange Chorus
Saturday, June 27 - 12:30 p.m. then a show!
Terrace Palms Community Church
9620 Davis Road, Tampa
June 28 - July 3 (Pittsburgh International ConventionChorus Contest is July 3)
			

—Charlie Nelson,
Inter-Chorus Liaison
813-205-3416 or ccnandlfn@gmail.com

For a schedule of events for the
convention, visit the convention website:

JULY 2015

http://barbershopconvention.com/pittsburgh-schedule-of-events
Our group registration is in for Pittsburgh, Section
103. Tickets will be delivered to Mike Sobolewski
who is making up an attendance booklet. Mike will
give you the booklet and the tickets before we go to
Pittsburgh.

Russ Powell presented
a check for $300.00
to the Heralds from
the “Thirst for
Pittsburgh” Fund
Raiser in support
of the Chapter’s
Six- Pack Program
to provide financial
assistance to the
membership for our trip
to Pittsburgh.
Thanks to all for supporting our efforts!

Hotel in Pittsburgh: Our assigned hotel is the
Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Hotel in downtown
Pittsburgh, about 9/10 of a mile from the convention
site, a 20-minute walk. (For our actual performance,
we will be bussed to the convention site.)
REMEMBER all competitors MUST
have a full convention registration
and this ticket will serve as your
entry pass as well as your ticket for
ALL competition sessions.

The Tampa HERALD
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HERALDS PLAN TO STEEL PITTSBURGH
by Steve Matheson, Lead

Press to director – lean back flare hands up to head
level – jazz hands on ‘wild’ – press to director –
face – stroke outside pointer 4 times – flare hands
up on ‘oh’ –
Again – Again – Again...
Back around 1989, the Tampa Bay Heralds of
Harmony began a quest to win the Sunshine District
Championship for the first time since their beginning
70 years ago.
The Chorus hired a director from central Florida, Joe
De Rosa, to help the Chorus achieve that goal and
asked him to do it in three years. The Chorus did it in
two years and went on to compete at the International
level in New Orleans in 1992. After taking the Chorus
to one more International contest in Calgary, after
five years Joe stepped down and his son, Tony, took
over and led the Chorus to nine additional District
championships and competitions from Pittsburgh
to Nashville. Seven additional District medals and
International contests came under different musical
leadership resulting in a total of 18 International
contests in 23 years for the Heralds who will again
compete for the 19th time in Pittsburgh this July.
The road to competition in Pittsburgh has many
speed bumps and curves. The pressure is on in

the forms of early weekly rehearsals, flight arranging,
room reservations, riser transporting to the Steel
City and a thousand other details along the way. New
members are fast learning the songs and choreo to be
ready on stage. Veteran members are gearing up and
relearning what it takes to have a goal to be at the top.
The first paragraph describes the opening choreo
moves on the new uptune “Eyes Medley.” Everyone
in the Chorus knows that will set the tone for
the judges down front, and every week is a practice
in discipline to get it right every time. It will be
preceded by a new ballad “From the First Hello.”
Face, face, face sells a song and some guys have
to really work at that. It involves many reps and
focus to make it happen without having to think
about it. Our top musical leadership, Tony
De Rosa, and our top choreo designer, George
Gipp, of Jacksonville, are two of the best at their
craft and are putting everything into making sure
the Heralds’ performance excels on stage July 3.
The Heralds of Harmony are proud to again be
representing the Sunshine District at International
competition and are enthusiastically pumped about
doing our very best. Most of all, we all plan to have a
great time in Pittsburgh.
H
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Scores
are a by product
of the performance.

			
					~Dave Roberts, Tenor - President

Everyone, please send your favorite photo from International, with caption,
for posting in the next exciting edition of The Tampa Herald! Even if you
don’t go to Pittsburgh, send in your photo showing your HoH spirit as you
watch the webcast! If you don’t have a photo, share your favorite moment via
email. Email to Rox@rox-c.com

Currently seeking help with
the following areas:

MEMBERS AND
ALUMNI
YOUR HELP IS
NEEDED WITH THIS
NEWSLETTER!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current Events Info
Healthy Herald, tips or articles
Society News
District News
Photographer and Photographs
Chapter Quartet Info and Stories
HoH Family News of Interest
Fun stuff - pics, puzzles, riddles

Newsletter Team
Roxanne Clapp
Larry Clapp
Dianne Roberts
Dave Roberts
Chuck Steiner
Contact Roxanne
to join the team!
rox@rox-c.com

The Tampa HERALD
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

I know that I have written
about how the Board and
Music Team manage our
Chapter business; however,
from time to time, it bears
repeating. Our success as a
chapter follows on how well
we execute our management
process and our detailed
attention to the 4 M’s – Mission,
Music, Membership and Money.

I mentioned in last month’s report that the performance
schedule would be updated and here is what is planned for
the second half of the year.
2015
Jun 27 - Terrace Palms Community Church
Jun 28 - International Convention in Pittsburgh
Sep 19 - Barbershop Extravaganza in The Villages
Oct 2 - US Air Force Ball
Oct 9 - Fall Convention in Orlando (not competing)
Nov 29 - St Paul United Methodist Church
Dec 12 - Christmas Shows at USF
Dec 16 - Christmas Show at the Palladium
Dec 20 - Christmas Show in Jacksonville

Mission provides the focus in defining the Heralds; i.e., who
we are and for what we strive. It always seeks excellence,
continued improvement, and is there for the enjoyment
of all. Our Chapter mission always seeks the best in all our
endeavors.
Music provides the face of our organization. We are never
satisfied; we always know that our musical product can be
improved. That is the sole responsibility of Tony and our
Musical Team to create an ever-improving process for our
performances, whether it is an annual or Christmas show, or a
show of our skill in competition.
Membership provides singers. This is an enormous task of
finding good singers who have the time in their busy lives
to join the Heralds. The payback for a new member to their
investment is being a part of the beautiful harmony, the
emotion and the thrill of an outstanding performance.
Money provides the fuel for our cause. It is hard work
to see that we have the financial resources to fund our
requirements. And we strive to do the majority of this
requirement through our performances.
With the above, everything is now focused on providing
an outstanding performance on the International stage in
Pittsburgh. This month, we will be fine-tuning all of the above
resources to this effort. Everything is going great and the
thrill of this experience continues to build.
H

As we continue to grow the excellence of our musical
product, more opportunities for performance are presented.
This affirms that our management process is headed in the
right direction.
Next year’s schedule is equally as exciting.
2016
Jan 17 - Installation Banquet at the Palladium
Feb 21 - Heralds with the Toast of Tampa, The Villages
Mar 6 - Heralds with the Toast of Tampa, Dunedin
Apr/ May - Annual Shows at USF and Palladium
Apr 30 - Spring Convention in Orlando
		
(sing away trophy with Big O)
Jul 3
- International Convention in Nashville
		
(not competing)
Oct 8 - Fall Convention in Orlando
		
(International Prelims)
Dec 10 - Christmas Shows at USF
Dec 14 - Christmas Show at the Palladium (tentative)
As you can see, this is a great start on next year’s
performance schedule and we know that the addition of
the Toast of Tampa along with the Heralds will again provide
outstanding entertainment for our patrons. We will try to
schedule at least two more of these shows in surrounding
towns. In any case, it will be a fun year.

The Tampa HERALD
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I AM ON MY WAY
by Gregory Garvin, Tenor
(unedited)

As a relatively “new” member of
the Heralds, I thought it might be a
good thing to tell everyone a little
bit about myself…

theater and married her husband,
Anthony Terrell, who is a producer
for MSNBC. They have a son who is
two years old.

I am a recently retired pediatrician
who moved to Pinellas Park,
Florida, last July to live near my
family. I met my wife, Donna, in
medical school (only six females in
our class at the time) and after our
residencies in pediatrics in St Louis,
we moved to Davenport, Iowa, to
open up an office that eventually
grew to a group of ten in two
offices. My younger brother, Terry,
moved to the Tampa/St. Pete area
over 30 years ago to live, work,
and raise his family, which was the
number one reason we chose to
relocate here.

I have been a long-time
barbershopper of 31 years singing
with the Davenport Chordbusters.
I also was a member of the Bend
of the River Chapter in Rock Island
which was across the Mississippi
River in Illinois. For several years,
I also sang with the 21st Century
Vocalists which was a group that
formed for competition in the
Central States District and included
members from Davenport,
Dubuque, Iowa City, Muscatine
and Cedar Rapids. It was more like
the Heralds and I enjoyed the style,
so it was good for me to come to
the Tampa area and get to join a
competition-style group.

My wife and I have three children.
Our two boys live in the Los
Angeles area and are both
married. My oldest son and his
wife, a psychologist, have two
children, a boy five and a girl of
about two weeks. Our youngest
son is married and has a twoyear old daughter. Our daughter
is married and lives in Hoboken
with her husband and our twoyear old grandson. My oldest son
works on the TV show “Gotham”
as a script coordinator/writer. My
youngest son works for NBC/
Universal as an assistant manager
of International DVD sales. His wife
is head of their Translation Division
of “Dreamworks.” She was born
and raised in Rome. Our daughter
attended the Boston Conservatory
and, after graduation, moved to
NYC where she performed musical

In late February, I was diagnosed
with prostatic cancer. My father
died at 68 of prostatic cancer and
my grandfather had prostatic
cancer, but he passed away at 85 of
heart failure. I had been following
this disease starting at age 40 by
getting my PSA (Prostatic Serologic
Antigen) checked on a yearly basis;
and three years ago, it started to
increase, so I had a biopsy which
was negative. The same thing
happened a year later after moving
here to Florida. It increased again
to 12.5 with normal being less
than 4. This time, I also had a
genetic marker (PCA3 test), and it
was positive and my biopsy was
positive.
I had been doing some research

on the best route to treat this
problem and thought about
surgery, radiation or Proton
Therapy. Surgery is the modality
that about 2/3 of men select.
Next is radiation, also called IMRT
(Intensity Modulated Radiation
(continued on next page)

See the full article from
Precision, a newsletter
from the UF Health Proton
Therapy Institute, online www.
floridaproton.org
direct lnk to the issue the article
is found:
http://floridaproton.cmail20.
com/t/ViewEmail/r/636F425C4
DFD47152540EF23F30FEDED
/10E233971564857505AF42897
4F65BCD
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Therapy). Seed implants are
another modality, but IMRT has
taken over as the more popular
form of radiation (x-rays=photons).
Because I was a pediatrician, I
knew of proton treatment for
childhood cancer, especially for
brain cancer, and knew about the
Florida Proton Therapy Institute
that is part of the University of
Florida in Jacksonville.
I had two physician friends in Iowa,
one a surgeon and the other, an
anesthesiologist, who elected to
have proton treatment, both over
10 years ago, which uses hydrogen
ions (protons actually, a form of
radiation treatment). This therapy
is less toxic to surrounding tissues.
If you think of x-rays that are used,
it is a scattered beam that goes
in one side of the body and out
the other. Protons are used in a
more directed beam, and the latest
technology is a “pencil beam” that
is directed at the tumor. It also
enters the body, but “stops” at the
tumor site, which is more ideal in
my way of thinking to not damage
surrounding tissue.
What I found even more
interesting was that the Florida
Proton Therapy Institute was the
4th center to open in the world.
It takes care of over 1/3rd of the
pediatric patients in the world who
benefit from Proton Therapy, and it
opened in 2006, so this center has
a lot of experience. It is the largest
pediatric center for Proton Therapy
in the world. Many of the children
are from foreign countries (about
50%). To some extent, I feel that
this type of treatment for all types
of cancer will become even more
accepted. This is based on the fact

Page 10
that in 2015, there are 15 centers
in the world, and in 2016, there will
be 30 open (four in Florida). The
only center outside of the U.S. will
open in Great Britain in 2017.
I had a low grade tumor and it
was located inside the capsule
of the prostate which makes this
type of treatment even more
ideal. If the tumor at the time
of diagnosis is outside of the
capsule, a combination of IRMT
and protons, or surgery, might be
recommended (now mainly done
by a “robot” or by laparoscope,
although an open procedure is still
being done). With Proton Therapy,
my PSA dropped 80% in five weeks
and it is expected to continue to
drop over the next year. I will have
a return visit in six months.
One in six men will get prostatic
cancer and, depending on your
age, ‘watchful waiting’ is still an
option, especially if you are older.
Over 90% of men survive over
ten years from the time of their
diagnosis, no matter what type of
treatment. Only 2-3% will die from
this type of cancer, mainly because
many die from some other health
concerns before the prostatic
cancer would take over and have
been the cause of death.
I considered myself fortunate that
a Proton Therapy Center was close
by so that I could at least come
home on weekends. Treatments
were Monday to Friday and took
about 40-60 minutes with the
beam “on” only about 30 seconds.
Another plus for me, with the ‘Big
O’ located in Jacksonville, I was
able to continue to rehearse with
them while I was over there. It
was not only great to have Tony

June 2015
there, but I did get to appreciate
the likes of George Gipp. Jason,
one of their Assistant Directors,
is also a plus for them. I met a
lot of the guys and formed new
friendships just like I have in the
Heralds. We are fortunate to have
‘Big O’ guys singing with us as they
have a lot of heart. My wife and I
rented an apartment to stay in the
area during my treatment time
and it was located less than two
miles from where ‘Big O’ had their
rehearsal on Thursday evenings.
What is the probability of that?
To be honest, I can say I did not
have any bad things happen to me
during my treatments. People do
have side effects occur, but since
the incidence is less than 1%, it is
not as likely. Just think, during this
time, I participated in the Sunshine
District Contest, and for the first
time since I started singing in a
Barbershop Chorus, I was part of a
championship chorus. I attended
and sang at a Region 9 Sweet
Adelines Convention. Both high
points for me.
Singing with the Heralds has been
such a wonderful experience for
me, not to mention that I’ve been
able to sing with my little brother
in one of the best groups in the
Country … and during this time, I
was able to face a life-threatening
disease and hopefully have
found a cure. I did not let cancer
interfere with my love of singing
Barbershop. “It’s great to be a
Herald.”
Therefore, I close by saying, “I
don’t know where I’m goin’ but I’m
on my way.” Pittsburgh here we
come!!!!!
		~Gregory Garvin

The Tampa HERALD
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From the

Groupanizer

Guy

by Dave Roberts,
President, Tenor

In 2001, the Heralds were 105 members on the risers at the
International Convention in Nashville. My job with the Chorus
was the keeper of the riser chart which, at that time, was a large
square of steel with an imprint of riser positions and a whole
bunch of magnets with Chorus member names attached. At the
time, it was a great idea but the chart was heavy and you prayed
that it was never dropped because the magnets would slide and
with some leaving the chart.
In our combination rehearsal this month, I watched Tony and
Chuck use an iPad and website function to accomplish the very
same operation. Instead of steel and magnets, they could move
pictures to respective riser position. Of course we know that the
skill is placing a singer in the correct spot, but from someone who
used to maintain the 2001 model, and from a physical standpoint,
the 2015 model is a heck of lot better!
H

In the news...
Brad Stager with the Tampa Tribune was at the Saturday
matinee Encore ‘15 show at USF. He interviewed a number
of our members and wrote a terrific second article on us
including inviting readers to contact us.
Here is a link to the full article: http://tbo.com/centraltampa/singers-entertain-harmoniously-20150520/?page=1

The Tampa Bay Heralds of Harmony performing during their Encore ‘15 show at
the University of South Florida School of Music Concert Hall. The Chorus performs a
repertoire that includes American classics, theatrical show tunes, sea shanties and
contemporary hits sung a cappella in four-part harmony.

June 2015
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Notes From the Angels
Good Luck
Brian & Jason!
Brian Hutchison and Jason Lee
are each getting married on July 18.
Best of luck to both of you and
your beautiful brides to be!

Our Heralds have been working very hard for competition in
Pittsburgh. The last regular Monday-night Chorus rehearsal before
International is on Monday, June 22. We are planning a special evening
for the Heralds with a buffet that evening following rehearsal. Please
join us and come hear the Heralds rehearse.
If you can bring or send in a dish or dessert to pass, please email
Dianne Roberts. Email: dmelford662@aol.com

Anniversaries
7/1 Carolyn & Bill Glasgow
6/27/59 Nanci & Dave Larsen

Birthdays
7/14 Lynn Schrader

Celebrating 70 years!
An ABSOLUTE honor
and delightful serenade!
Thank you Tony and all
of those who sang
“Happy Birthday” to me!
~Dianne Roberts

Kaye McCarthy - we still miss you and
hope you are doing better every day.
Hope we see you soon!
				~The Heralds Angels

BE AN ANGEL!

Want to get involved with the Angels’ activities? Contact
Dianne Roberts at dmelford662@aol.com to see what’s
coming up next. The Heralds encourage involvement
from the entire family, not just the singers on the risers.
All family and friends of the Heralds are invited and
encouraged to join us!

At the May 27 rehearsal, a huge 70th birthday cake
was presented to the Chorus. And then quickly
devoured.

The Tampa HERALD
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Barbershopper
of the Month

h
c
r
a
M
2015
Nick Nicosia

Advertising Sales/Palladium Show

QUARTET NEWS

Equinox
Equinox has been working on expanding their
repertoire! They rehearse on Mondays at the church
starting at 3:30 p.m. “That’s the best way for us to
address the distance Frank has to travel from West
Palm Beach. For me and Pat and Ralph we have
quartet rehearsal, then early bird rehearsal, chorus
rehearsal, and then the afterglow at Shamrocks.
Frank skips the afterglow due to his long drive
home.” Says Ed.
Above: Ralph Brown, Frank Bovino, Ed McKenzie, and Pat Bauer of
Equinox, hold their Seniors Quartet Champion awards.

June 2015

Upcoming
Birthdays
Bob Lang .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 17
Rob VandeVere  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . June 17
David Desorcy .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 19
Howdy Russell III  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 22
David Mills .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  June 24
Jim McCleary  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . June 27
Gregg Garvin  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . June 29
David Parker .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  July 4
Marty Port  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  July 4

Barbershopper
of the Month

l
i
r
p
A
2015

Kim Santamaria

for spear-heading & promoting
the Palladium show

The Tampa HERALD
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Rehearsal Notes
HoH Members, watch your inbox for weekly
rehearsal notes sent out by section leaders.

while you are lifting your body and your triangle, you have to look down slightly
to watch Tony. Don’t stick your chin up and look over his head.
- We operate as a team, and this includes breathing patterns. The Chorus as a
whole needs to operate as one cohesive unit. However, if you do not have a
handle on your breathing patterns and they simply change from rehearsal to
rehearsal, this causes turbulence in the Chorus. Get a hang of your breathing
patterns, know where you will and will not breathe, and stick to them.

Rehearsal Notes, 5/19/15
Brian Hutchison, Bass
Rehearsal Notes “Hot Air” Edition
Hello fellow Heralds. We had an incredible rehearsal this evening; including
special guest, George Gipp, from our brothers up in Jacksonville!
Takeaways
- There is a difference between purposely singing sharp and allowing the
mechanism and technique to create high, lifted, and bright pitches. If you try
to simply “sing sharp” you will fail! It is only through the combined successful
execution of proper vocal techniques which can make this happen! In short,
“singing sharp” will not remedy the issue. It will only make it worse. Sing
correctly and it will all fall into place. It is actually easier.
- Had anyone told you that you were full of hot air? I know I have been told that
plenty of times! And you know what? They were right!! Use warm air to only
increase your vocal production. Have some “yawn” in your singing, particularly
basses. However, this is not a reason to sing back in the throat and muffle your
production. Use hot air, which can increase the open space and production.
- Barbershoppers can get so wrapped up in open space, forward place, that the
rest of the body is ignored. There needs to be more width and breadth to the
singing to give it more body. Warm air helps to do this.

- With that in mind, do not be afraid to take several good, worthwhile breaths.
There are a lot of men on our risers to provide “covering fire.” Take good breaths
that enhance your production. If you can get through several long phrases
without breathing you are doing it wrong!!
- Do not try so hard singing “Eyes Medley.” Much like using a lot of warm air
and keeping a steady torrent of air flowing, do not try so hard to push air in and
out and generate “energy” in the song. Be the energy. This is both vocally and
visually. Be more. Try less.
- There were also quite a few incredibly… creative… quartet names. While I
believe they have all been taken due to the marquee nature of their names, I
felt I should share them. They include: “Visual Hernia,” “Vocal Dump,” “Nesting
Czar,”“Visual Cleavage.”
As one can see, there is a lot of hot air at the Heralds of Harmony, and it makes
not just for some excellent singing and productive learning, but also a good
time!
It is, as always, great to be a Herald. Our culture and our proficiency in this style
of singing only continues to grow! As of this writing, there are now 44 days until
we’re in the Steel City! Lets keep it going!!

- Keep air present throughout phrases. A steady torrent of air will help push
the phrases and stop choppiness. Do not let the air flow be closed off because
lyrics trick you into that sort of production. Keep the air moving, take good,
intelligent breaths, and keep the energy up.

Rehearsal Notes 5/27/15

- Breathe for the note that you are going to sing, not the note that you just left
behind! Breaths ENERGIZE subsequent phrases. They are not meant to “catch
up” for lost air, but to power through phrases and enhance the musicality of the
following notes.

We had an excellent choreography session by Drew Kirkman. And he left us
with a very specific choreo challenge - “lift” the choreo. Always think up! We
know the words. We know the rhythms. We know the pickups. We have to
constantly think “up!” Launch every pickup and lift!

- “From the First Hello to the Last Goodbye” can be interpreted in many different
ways. It can mean different things to different singers. However, one message
is constant in the Heralds of Harmony interpretation: The good in life outweighs
the bad. “There has been laughter and pain dear. I’ve shared life’s blessings with
you.” Despite all the laughter, and the painful times, it has in the end been a
blessing.

Gestures DO NOT equal emotion/story. Do not think “what the move is;” but
think, “Why am I doing this move in the context of the story?” Sincerity is key!

- ‘First Hello’ is a rubato type of song, which stands for ‘free in the presentation.’
What this means is there is not a rigid tempo that must be followed. Be ready
and sing along with Tony’s direction. The song is very dynamic. For example:
“New friendships we will be star-ting.” The tempo is not the same throughout
this phrase, it moves very freely.
Be ready!

PUN OF THE MONTH

How many tickles does it take
to make an octopus laugh?
(Answer on next page)

- Contrary Motion: Rows 2-5 are
above Tony visually! This means

Brian Hutchison, Bass
Gentlemen, I bring you: Rehearsal Notes!

When singing, focus on the important words. By the way, that is ALL OF THEM!
When singing, think of the impromptu “no vocal pressure” chant we had! It is as
simple as that. Sing with no vocal pressure throughout!
Focus the vowel on the breath! This is particularly noticeable at the beginning
of “From the First Hello.” The opening words are not conducive to strong, ringing
vowels. Maximize the production in the breath going into these phrases to
help mitigate this issue. Remember, we use our technique to overcome these
obstacles. Don’t force anything! When thinking about breathing, condition
yourselves now for full, sustained breaths. The International stage is very
different from any other stage you will be on. Your heart rate will go up! Your
blood pressure will go up! That makes it more difficult to consciously make
good, strong breaths. So train yourself now when you’re comfortable so it’s

(Continued on next page)
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those little things better is all it will take. We are an A-level chorus, but where
on the A-level scale depends on our FOCUS. It may be possible to finish in the
Top 10 if we just FOCUS.

(Continued from previous page)

Rehearsal Notes

COMBINED CHORUS: Saturday, June 6, 2015, at Tuskawilla Presbyterian Church
in Oviedo, Florida. Call time is 9:15 a.m. On the risers at 9:30 a.m.

automatic come International.

NEXT MONDAY: June 8, 2015, early-bird Lead sectional at 6:30 p.m. Continue
competition set, plus “Lord Bless You and Keep You” and “God Bless the USA.”

How to get a higher score in the music category:
1) Focus on the hallmarks of our style by singing together (consonance).
2) Ring chords.
3) Don’t get “yippy” in your singing. Constant air moving all the time. Don’t
close the mechanism!
Don’t change the tone of the words. Consistent good production throughout.
Another incredible rehearsal last evening, in which we also celebrated the 70th
birthday of the Heralds of Harmony! It’s such a honor to be part of such a tried
and true organization. A self sustaining one at that!

Rehearsal Notes, June 1, 2015
by Russ Powell, Tenor
The excitement is building as we fine-tune the competition set in preparation
for the combined chorus weekend.
Honored guests introduced: Bill Fowler, formerly part of the Herald leadership
team and his wife, Tammy Fowler, founding Herald Angel. In addition, Ken
Buckner, a barbershop icon from Kentucky (now residing in the Villages) who
just happens to be Kipp Buckner’s dad, a three-time quartet Gold Medalist.
Drew presented another excellent choreo session that helped to remind us to
agitate more and sing out of our skin with excitement.
COW BELL: Tony seemed to be pleased with our experiment with the cow bell
to check our “Eyes Medley” tempo which was set at 178 beats per minute. Tony
recommends that each guy who owns a smart phone should get a metronome
app for their phone. Handy to have as you check your tempo when not singing
with a track.
EMBELLISHMENTS: Continue to evoke emotion on both the held notes AND
swipes. Agitate.
BASEBALL- READY: If you have the opportunity to watch a little league practice,
you will discover that the coaches are always telling the kids to be “baseballready” to remind them that things can happen real quick and they need to
prepare themselves to respond immediately. Singers have a similar dilemma.
If you are caught off-guard, you will definitely scoop to recover or have a
late entrance. Tony requests that we ‘hook up’ the sound faster. Have those
vocal and mental triggers at-the-ready so that you can launch your singing
mechanism faster and show off the best voice you have to give.
FOCUS: How much better can we get? We will still be the same chorus
when we get to Pittsburgh, but we still can sharpen up our vocal and visual
production, especially for the two contest pieces. Our presentation has room
for improvement if we just can FOCUS on the
details. Attention to detail is a good thing.
Individual tenacity and a motivated spirit to get

Rehearsal Notes, June 8, 2015.
by Russ Powell, Tenor
Monday was another outstanding rehearsal starting off with a rousing Lead
sectional, then moving into a captivating choreo session with Drew and Ralph,
and a lot of high-spirited reps on the competition set with Tony. The excitement
is building. A check for $300.00 was presented to the Heralds from the “Thirst
for Pittsburgh” Fund Raiser in support of the Chapter’s Six-Pack Program to
provide financial assistance to the membership for our trip to Pittsburgh.
VOCAL PRODUCTION — (1) AIR, (2) SPACE, (3) PLACE: Using (1)warm air to
make the sound go, simply means that the vocal mechanism is in the proper
position (the yawning position) to make the resonating sound that we want
to make as a chorus. In order to make warm air, the soft palate is lifted and
the voice box or larynx drops a skosh, creating (2)the lifted space. Once the
mechanism is positioned, the sound is then (3)placed forward toward the front
of the mask in the front resonators: Eyes, forehead, cheeks; everything natural
and comfortable, never contrived or forced; always gently lifted and always
gently placed forward. Hence, (1)warm air, (2)lifted space, (3)forward place. By
floating warm air up and across a lifted space toward the front resonators, a
glorious sound will be produced. Remember to remain in a resonating, lifted
position all the way to the finish of the phrase. Every breath is a lifted breath.
Our vocal production is how we breathe and the SOURCE of our success as
singers.
TENOR ADJUSTMENT ON TAG STRING OF “EYES MEDLEY”: “O” with “AH.”
This is HUGE and essential for a good ringing tag to the up tune.
DISCERNIBLE SHIFTS — (1,2,3): There are actually two sequences in the
ballad, each having three discernible shifts that beg for growing excitement
and emphasis. First sequence: (1)”ear and sweet,” (2)”a pleasure to meet,”
(3)”a special treat.” Second sequence: (1)”always there,” (2)”friendship so rare,”
(3)”favorite pal.” This is the plan: Grow the excitement on each discernible shift.
BROWN-OUT MOMENTS: We are now doing so much right, that the brownout moments stick out more. We have to be totally engaged all the time just
like Drew, the Herald’s awesome ‘presentator.’ Make it believable with more
agitation and always be invested in the moment, not just during designated
choreo moves. The windshield wipers (side-to-side action) is probably not
believable; need to live the lyric, stay in the moment, stay in the character. Use
more lifting and upper triangle moves with more excitement and agitation.
NEXT WEEK: Continue work on competition package and show package:
“Smile,”“If There’s Anybody Here From Out of Town,”“Tonight, Tonight,”“Twilight
Time,” “Drunkin’ Sailor,” “Slow Boat to China,” “Armed Forces Medley,” “God Bless
the USA,”“God Bless America.” GGG will be with us for further coaching!!!!

PUN OF THE MONTH

How many tickles does it take to make an octopus laugh? Tentickles
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
Back Street 4

Contact: Tony De Rosa • advocals@me.com
Tony De Rosa
Joseph De Rosa
Aaron Stratton
Brock Stratton

The Flexible Four

Contact: Steve Matheson
Chuck Steiner, Dan McFarlane, Ralph
Brown and Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)

Define Four

Contact: Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com
Tenor- David Desorcy
Lead- Sean Hawthorne
Bari- Nick Collins
Bass- Danny Wunderlin

Equinox

Pat Bauer– Bass
Ralph Brown – Baritone
Frank Bovino – Tenor
Ed McKenzie – Lead

http://flexiblefour.com

KickStart Quartet

Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Chris Kline - Baritone
Jonathan Meadows - Bass

Seasoned Citizens
Dan Proctor – Bass
Jeff Packer – Baritone
Jerry Anton – Tenor
Chris Hurst – Lead (Daytona Beach)

Main Street

Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/
Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross

SongDaddy

Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com
Russ Powell – Tenor
Steve Cragg – Lead
Brian “Hutch” Hutchison – Bass
Marty Port – Baritone

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Roxanne Clapp, rox@rox-c.com
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Many thanks to all
our advertisers in the
Encore ‘15 Programs!
click to see them all

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, and
Walmart; as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.

BOARD MEETINGS
The next Board Meeting will be held
July 23, at 7 p.m.
The previous Board Meeting was held June
11, 2015, at 7 p.m.
Board Meeting Highlights
• The Annual Shows resulted in a total
revenue of $22,600; about $6,000 more
than recent years
• Board approved repairing the trailer so it
can be used for hauling Risers for local performances with seven risers maximum

Deadline for the next
Herald is July 10.

Submit your interesting photos, fun
stories, chorus updates and brilliant
ideas to the Editor, Roxanne Clapp, at
Rox@rox-c.com
Thank you to those that contributed
to this edition of The Herald.

• The Board approved two new shows for
2016; February 21st at the Villages and
March 6th in Dunedin
______________
Minutes to Board Meetings are available to
all members on the ‘members section’
of the website.
Board Meetings are typically held online and
are open to all members. If you are interested in
attending, you can obtain the link and sign-in
information from Dave Roberts:
daver1103@aol.com
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

The "Friends of the Heralds"
program was instituted to
provide financial support to the
Heralds to sustain the significant
growth we have experienced in
the last three years. With the
return of Tony De Rosa as our
director, we have more than
doubled our numbers on the
risers; and more significantly, we
are producing a better musical
and entertainment experience
for our audiences. Our shows are
routinely sold , and for the first
time in a long while, we will be
competing on the International
chorus competition stage, and,
we are having fun.

Several years ago, it became
apparent that the customary
sources of revenue from ticket
sales, performance fees, dues,
and grants would not sufficiently
cover our financial needs.
Accordingly, we created an
opportunity for those of us on
the risers as well as our friends,
families, audience members and
other fans of barbershop to reach
in their pockets to assist us on
our musical journey. Thus, the
"Friends of the Heralds" was born.
Not only has it helped us pay our
bills, but recently FOH raised the
money to purchase a new set of
risers.
We thank those of you who
have helped us get started and
for those who may do so in the
future. We see nothing but
exciting musical adventures
ahead of us.
—Marty Port

June 2015

PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up

Charlie and Cindy Barbarisi
Larry and Roxanne Clapp
Tony and Jodi De Rosa
Terry Garvin
Dick & Susan Murbach
Marty and Barbara Port

Dave and Dianne Roberts
John and Kimberly Santamaria
Theresa Schweiger
Steve and Irene Stenzler
Paul and Jenny Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999
Alexander and Tatiana Boltenko
Steve and Sheri Matheson
Ralph and Chris Brown
Russ and Beverly Powell
Terry and Emily Garvin
Mark and Karen Tuttle
GOLD
$250 to $499
Matt Crisostomo
Stephen Janes
and Shannon Czwalga
Al and Julie Kelly
Greg and Donna Garvin Bob and Jane Lang
Bill and Carolyn Glasgow
Ed McKenzie
Sandra Roth

Ray and Pam Scalise
Lee and Bonnie Sobania
Jerry and Linda Tobin
Tom and Judy Williams

SILVER
Pat Bauer
Nick and Irene Nicosia
$100 to $249
Wayne and Celeste Brozovich
Joe Kane
Barbara & Ken Ongemach
Richard & Victoria Casanzio
Don and Dana Long
Bob and Shauvon Powell
Dan and Marcia Deignan Joe and Kaye McCarthy
Bob and Amy Slaney
David and Marlene Cross
Art McNeil
Bill and Joan Wunderlin
William Fowler
Richard and Susan Murbach Lou and Carol Wurmnest

Michael Burt
Myra Dickens
Marty Jahnel
and Mary Fleming
Rob Hargen
Bryan Hevel
Lynn Hineman
Brian Hutchison
and Lancya Lansdowne

BRONZE
up to $99
David Larson
Louis Markee
Flora McClain
Edna Nastasy
Charles and Linda Nelson
Margaret Newton
Samuel Port
Dan Proctor

John Proeschel
Chris and Amy Rodgers
Dick and Liz Sipple
Lynn Smith
Keith and Rhonda Starks
Chuck Steiner
Bill Weatherford
Brian and Diane Wunderlin
Anonymous
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Tampa Chapter 2015 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
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Watch out Pittsburgh,
here we come!
It’s Great to be a Herald!

TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leaders

VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com

Lead Section Leaders

VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com

Baritone Section Leaders

VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
John Pennington
jppennington@comcast.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com

Bass Section Leaders
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

Russ Powell
russ5000@hotmail.com
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Admin Contact Steve Cragg: donutcop@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Chris Kline
cmkmusicislife@aol.com
Chris Barthauer cbarthauer@gmail.com
Brian Hutchison bhutchison@mail.usf.edu
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Danny Wunderlin, Larry Clapp, Dan Deignan, Dave Cross

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp
rox@rox-c.com
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
Inter-Chorus Liaison
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com

727-953-6484
727-505-2095
727-259-3058
813-994-4380
813-546-8953
813-205-3416

HELPFUL LINKS...

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Chris Barthauer • cbarthauer@gmail.com
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

The original Harmonet •http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop

Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

Sunshine District (& Sunburst)• www.sunshinedistrict.org

HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite

Finale Reader Software •www.finalemusic.com/reader/

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

